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Letter of Transmittal 

2th May, 2019 

Mr Anayetur Rahman 
 

Lecturer 

Department of Journalism and Mass Communication 

Daffodil International University. 

Subject: Submission of Internship Report. 

 

Dear Sir, 

I am pleased to submit the Internship Report as a partial fulfillment of BSS (Hon’s) 

in Journalism and Mass Communication. I have concentrated my best to present 

this report on my internship from the Daily Manab Zamin. 

 

 It was great opportunity for me to acquire knowledge and experience in respect 

one of the renowned Bangla dailies in Bangladesh. I believe that the knowledge 

and experience I have gathered during my internship period will immensely help 

me in my professional life. 

 

I have given my best effort to achieve the objectives of the practical orientation 

and I hope that my endeavor will serve the purpose. However, I will always be 

happy to welcome any further clarification that you may require. 

 

Sincerely 

…………… 

 

Pronab karmoker 

 

ID: 152-24-488 

 

Department of Journalism and Mass Communication 

Faculty of Humanities and Social Science 

Daffodil International University 
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First Bangla Tabloid Daily 

Zenith Tower(4th Floor), 40 Kawran Bazar 

Dhaka-1215,Bangladesh 

Tel:8189160,818961,818962,818963 

Fax:880-2-58150962, 02-55013400 

E-mail: manabzamin@yahoo.com 

             news@emabzamin.com 

Website: www.mzamin.com 

 

 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

 

This is to certify that Pronab karmoker, (a Daffodil International University Undergrad Student 

of ‘Journalism & Mass Communication’, bearing ID No. 152-24-488) has successfully 

completed his Internship in the Daily Manabzamin. During his 10 weeks of Internship from 10 

February, 2019 to 20 April, 2019, he was assigned in reporting section to learn overall news 

writing and editing process. The feedback received form chief reporter was very positive about 

his activities. He was on time and had shown keen interest to learn. His attitude towards work 

was lauded by all in the news room. 

I wish Pronab karmoker all the best in his future endeavors. 

 

 

 

 

........................................................... 

Ashibur Rahman (Internship Supervisor) 

In-charged Solo Ana 

The Daily Manabzamin 

  

tel:8189160,818961,818962,818963
mailto:manabzamin@yahoo.com
mailto:news@emabzamin.com
http://www.mzamin.com/
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I am pleased to certify that the Internship report on the Daily Manab Zamin 

prepared by Pronab karmoker bearing ID No: 152-24-488 of the department of 

Journalism and Mass Communication has been approved for presentation and 

defense. Under my supervision Pronab Karmoker worked with the Daily Manab 

Zamin as an intern. he has completed the work during the Spring, 2018, semester.  

 

I am pleased to certify that the data, the findings presented in the report are the 

authentic work of Pronab karmoker. 

 

Pronan karmoker  bears a good moral character and a very pleasing personality. It 

has indeed a great pleasure working with her. I wish her all success in life. 

 

 
…………………… 

 

Academic Supervisor 

Mr Anayetur Rahman 
 

Lecturer 

Department of Journalism and Mass Communication 

Daffodil International University. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTTION 
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1.1 Background to the internship  

 

Internship program has become the bridge for those who want to enter 

to corporate level from the university life, through internship I got to 

know the real working environment that was very much different 

from my course study. During my internship, I got a chance to work 

in the daily Manab Zamin  

 

We know the newspaper is an important field of news media. In Bangladesh the 

newspapers play a vital role as a news media. The daily Manab Zamin is the 

only tabloid newspaper in the country and one of the leading newspapers. On 7 

January 2019, I started my internship, and continued until 15th April, 2019. In 

these 3 months of internship, I gathered practical knowledge on reporting and 

editing. 

 

The working environment in the house of Manab Zamin is very favorable. my 

supervisor was Ashibur Rahman. It was a great experience for me to work 
as a reporter.  
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1.2 Internship and its importance 
 
An internship provides the opportunity for a student or young 
professional to work alongside regular staff in a workplace, to gain some 
basic hands-on experience and educational/professional insight into a 
career path. 

Interns do not replace regular employees, but work under the 
supervision of a mentor, supervisor, or other staff member. 

Due to the educational context of an internship, which is focused on the 
personal and professional development of the intern, internship 
positions are often unpaid. 

Internships are important because they provide insight into real-world 
employment settings which can help to define career goals. They also 
enable students and young professionals to develop soft-skills which are 
essential for employability. For example, good communication skills, 
professional work ethics, initiative, and cultural intelligence (the ability 
to work well across multi-cultural or global settings). Interns are 
excellent for resume boosting, networking, and for setting yourself apart 
within a competitive job market. 
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1.3 Background of the Daily Manab Zamin 

 

 The Daily Manab Zamin  

is a major daily tabloid newspaper in Bangladesh, published 
from Dhaka in the Bengali language. It is the first and largest circulated 
Bengali tabloid daily in the world, with 11,000,000 monthly page views 
on its online edition. 770,000 visitors from 179 countries from all over the 
planet visit the web site every month, making it one of the most visited 
Bengali-language online publications worldwide. It is ranked within the 
World Top 500 newspaper web sites of the world, and is in the top 1% of 
all sites globally. The newspaper is also the only Bangladeshi publication 
to boast credentials and affiliations with FIFA, UEFA, and the 
English Premier League. It has also partnered with Sony 
Pictures and Warner Bros. in publicity for Hollywood productions, 
including Batman Begins, Superman Returns and Casino Royale. 

The Daily Manab Zamin is also the only Bangladeshi newspaper to host 
a dedicated website for the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa with 
detailed updates, player profiles, team stats, and all the latest gossip. 
The website is ranked 15 in Bangladesh, and is one of the fastest 
growing news outlets in the country. It now stands in second place in 
Bengali-language newspaper websites, and in the Top 5 Bengali news 
sites in the World. 
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Front page of the Daily Manab Zamin 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Activities during internship 
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2.1 List of weekly activities 

 

First week (January 1st - January 7, 2019) 

• Got introduced with every one of the office including the chief editor, head of 

news, chief reporter. 

• Got basic ideas on writing report. 

• Got my own desk and organized that. 

• Read the published report. 

• Rewrite the report. 

 

Second week (January 8-January 14, 2019) 

• Wrote some report by translating from international news media. 

• Continued rewriting report. 

• Observed that where was my fault. 

• Also observed how to edit report. 

• Published my first report online. 

 

Third week (January 15- January 21, 2019) 

• Continued writing reports which were translated by me. 

• Taking advice from the seniors about reporting. 

• Tried to edit report. 

• Continued rewriting news. 

@Daffodil International University 10 
 

Fourth week (January 22- January 28, 2019) 

• Started checking mails and gathered rural news. 

• Tried to edit them according to the observation. 

• Started writing international news. 

• Continued reading and rewriting news. 

 

Fifth week (January 29- February 4, 2019) 

• Wrote international news and some of those were published. 

• Wrote feature from international news sights. 

• Started editing news eventually and submitted that to the supervisor for 

recheck. 

 

Sixth week (February 5- February 11, 2019) 

• Started attending phone calls from the reporters. 

• Wrote news on the basis of gathering information from the reporters. 

• Checked mail, gathered news and edited them. 

• Wrote a report on a topic that was given by the supervisor. 

 

Seventh week (February 12- February 18, 2019) 
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• Published a feature that was translated by me from Al-jajira. 

• Wrote many news which was published in the online section. 

• Continued checking mails and editing news. 

• Attended phone calls from the reporters and gathered information. 

@Daffodil International University 11 
 

Eighth week (February 19- February 25, 2019) 

• Translated a feature from Al-jajira that was published in the newspaper. 

• Wrote news by gathering information from the reporters. 

• Continued checking mails and editing news. 

 

Ninth week (February 26- March 4, 2019) 

• Continued translating news from international news media. 

• Continued checking mails and editing news. 

• Observed seniors. 

• Attended phone calls from the reporters and gathered news. 

• Checked mails. 

 

Tenth week (March 5- March 11, 2019) 

• Published another feature item translated from Al-jazeera. 

• Edited news from outside of Dhaka. 

• Gathered information from the reporter and wrote report. 

• Observed international news media. 

• Learned how to upload news. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LEARINING AND EXPERIENCING 
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3.1 Knowledge gathering/ learning  

During my internship program at daily manabzamin. I learned a lot from 

internship program. In internship time I understand the field work technique. It 

helped me understand to realize working place which is not so easy. I had 

learned about reporting and how to write a news. I also learnt real life news 

gathering and reporting . 
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3.2. Using Tools and Technologies  
 

During my internship at the Daily Manabzamin , I used several tools and 

technologies for covering news and desk works. While I was collecting the 

news ‘soloana, (explain in English), I used my note pad – ‘Huawei MediaPad 7 

Youth 2’ to record what speakers say. If I forget or skip any important things, 

those recordings will help me and also can be used as evidence in future 

reference.  

 

I also had to capture photographs for my reports and the online archive of the 

DailyManabzamin. I used a Canon 600D camera for capturing photographs. 

Besides I also had to do the basic task of editing. I used ‘Adobe Photoshop 7.0’ 

at my office to edit photos.  

 

Most surprising thing for me at the Daily Manabzamin office was the common 

server that they use. Employees of the office do not need to sit in a common 

chair every time, from any desktop of the office they can access the common 

server and can perform their task. 
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3.3. Experience  

 
The internship gave me a lot of practical experiences. As an intern, my first 

experience was to interview a news source. The source was a self-employed 

woman. My secound experience a crime type report cover. I cover report in 

the burn unit in dhaka medicale , chalkbazar tragidy . I also cover the news in 

khagracory the fest of bizu valedi whice is the main fastibal in marnma gosthi. I 

also cover some funny type news like ladies makeup, merried bad side . for 

reporting I face some prooblem somtime it is so heard for gather information . 

some people don’t talk with a journalist .  

Warking a desk reporting time I got to know about various senior and 

knowledgeable media  person who enriched my experience.  
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CHAPTER FOUR  

EVALUATION OF LEARNING 
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4.1. Academic learning and practical work  

 
Academic learning and practical work are related to each other. If anyone gather 

the academic knowledge properly, he/she can be definitely helpful in the work 

place. But this is also right that academic learning and practical work is not the 

same thing. Academic learning is the knowledge that we learn by reading books 

or from the teacher’s lecture. And practical work is the place where we apply 

that knowledge during our work. To be expert on any work a person should 

have both academic and practical knowledge. These two terms go hand in hand 

and always remain helpful in professional life as well..  
 

As a student of Journalism and Mass Communication, I have gained lots of 

academic knowledge in last four years with lot of fieldwork experience. But the 

practical working situation and environment is quite different from academic 

learning.  
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4.2. Skills developed during my internship  

 
During my internship at The Daily manobzamin, in the beginning I was 

responsible to cover the day events for their weekly feature ‘Young Observer’ 

and also had to do desk work. Later I was shifted to their Editorial section. In 

those separate section I had acquired various skills. Skills those I had developed 

during my internship are listed below  

 

 

 

 

 

 Practical field experience  
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4.3. Future career  
 

Having a university degree may not be enough for candidates to get job in 

today’s market. Students must have additional qualification to prove 

themselves. After our long academic learning, internship gives us the 

opportunity to learn from hand on hand, which gives us the flavor of real job 

experience. So we can say that internship is the investment for our future which 

set the foundation for career.  

During internship I have to work with various people in field and office, thus I 

connected with new people of different level and profession, and my network 

with various professions has grown day by day. Those Networks will help me to 

get references and find new job opportunities in future.  

 

Through internships work I gain some knowledge and experience on feature 

writing, editorial writing and photography which will help me to build a strong 

resume. We know that it’s quite impossible to get a good position in job without 

a heavy resume. Companies are more likely interested to hire one who has 

previous work experience.  

 

When we have to do our academic assignments, we do not need to think much 

about time. Our teachers have given us enough time to complete our course 

assignment. But in our professional life, punctuality should be maintained. We 

know that in this digital era every news and information spread around the 

world within very short time. We must have the ability to realize the value of 

real time news. My internship helps me to understand the value of time 

management. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

Conclusion 
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My internship at the Daily manobzamin newspaper was the first experience for 

me to interning in any professional field. I am very glad to have the Daily 

manobzamin the oldest and continuously published newspaper in Bangladesh as 

the place of my first work experience. I had no idea about the challenges that 

were faced after interning in the professional world. I learn how to be punctual 

and finish my work on time.  

 

I must also mention my supervisor and colleagues at the Daily manobzamin. 

They are a great, well behaved and energetic bunch of people, always 

welcoming and ready to help me. I am extremely lucky to be with them in both 

sholoana and editorial department I was in.  

 

I feel proud for completing my graduation from Daffodil International 

University which is one of the reputed universities in Bangladesh. From the 

bottom of my heart I want to give thanks to my teachers and University 

authorities without whose help, it’s quite impossible for me to complete my 

graduation. 
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Annex 
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